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Our Mission
Punch Gunk is an award-winning performance therapeutics company that develops
innovative approaches to pain relief and workout recovery. At Punch Gunk we believe life
should not be limited by life's aches and pains. Our goal is to synthesize the best of
science and nature to develop products that are naturally focused and effective.
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The PUnch GUNK STORY
In 2015, Cameron and Nadene McIntyre found out that being an athlete or simply an active fitness forward adult came
with plenty of aches, pains, soreness, and strains. Suffering from the impact of their athletic endeavors, Cameron and
Nadene tried the popular muscle rubs, only to find they had limited efficacy and were unpleasant to use. They went out
in search of a special or secret remedy that only the top boxers and MMA fighters might know about. It turns out that
even athletes facing the toughest pain had no choice but to turn to those old-fashioned products with an overpowering
smell, a greasy residue, and unpleasant extremes in sensations – ones that don’t actually penetrate your skin effectively
to treat the pain. So, rather than turn to that icky goop, they sought out to create something new, something better.

In 2015, they began extensive research, product development and testing in collaboration with notable chemist Fred
Khoury at Above Rinaldi Labs. In 2017, the Gunk made its debut. Since then, the world's smallest over-the-counter
pharmaceutical company continues to redefine pain relief and set itself apart.

In 2019, Cameron and Nadene saw space for a new product. While Punch Gunk is a great product to target inflammation
and pain in specific areas, they sought to create a solution for whole-body exhaustion and fatigue. Cameron and Nadene
found out that the power of Punch Gunk be used as a therapeutic soak and the Recovery Bath Bomb wass born. Using
the same proven therapeutic extracts in the topical lotion, the Recovery Bath Bomb relaxes sore muscles, reduces
inflammation, detoxifies cells, and fights free radicals when added to a tub of water – hot or cold!

Along the way, the brand has earned endorsements from and sponsored some of the top MMA fighters around the globe.
Punch Gunk was recently named the Most Innovative OTC Pharmaceutical Company in North America at the 2020
Global Healthcare and Pharmaceuticals Awards.
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Meet Cameron and
Nadene McIntyre
Founders and Creators of Punch Gunk
Cameron and Nadene are the husband and wife team behind Punch
Gunk. The McIntyres were both raised in Southern California,
attended college in the southland, and call Los Angeles home. They
continue to manage Punch Gunk in tandem, with Cameron leading
day-to-day operations. Alongside Punch Gunk, Nadene remains a
leader with a global brand in the pharmaceutical and biotech
industry. Cameron and Nadene have big plans and future products
in the pipeline to aid recovery for all athletes.
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Testimonials and
Endorsements

ANDREA "KGB" LEE

DANIEL "D-ROD" RODRIGUEZ

#11 UFC Flyweight

UFC Welterweight

"Thank God for Punch Gunk, it’s so relieving

"The foot is a little swollen. Punch Gunk will

after a hard training session."

take care of me."

JESSICA “EVIL” EYE
#8 UFC Flyweight
"Sorry Tiger Balm and Icy Hot. You have
nothing on Punch Gunk."

ADAM “THE BOMB” PICCOLOTTI
Bellator MMA Lightweight
"I love this stuff!"

KEVIN HOLLAND

MAYANZ FIGHT

#10 UFC Middleweight

Private Training Camp

"Punch Gunk makes multiple workouts a day

“The best sports recovery products in the

easy work."

combat sports game."
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OUR PRODUCTS
QUICK FACTS
Punch

Gunk

products

are

formulated

HUMANE MANUFACTURING

using natural extracts with exceptional

Punch Gunk was imagined, created, and is still headquartered in

anti-inflammatory

Los Angeles, California.

and

pain

relief

properties. They are FDA compliant and

Punch Gunk’s proprietary Nine Naturals formula contains active

certified as safe by both the United

therapeutic extracts that accelerate recovery.

States and World Anti-Doping Agencies.

Punch Gunk’s pain relief lotion is water-based with plant-based
emollients that absorb thoroughly, maximizing absorption and
effectiveness.
The Recovery Bath Bomb contains MSM along with seven proven
therapeutic extracts to relax sore muscles, reduce inflammation,
fight free radicals, detoxify and moisturize your skin.
Punch Gunk products are available individually, as well as multi
and combination packs both on the brand’s website and on
Amazon.
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Key
Ingredients
Arnica
Aloe
Kava
Gotu Kola
PUNCH GUNK NATURALLY ADVANCED PAIN RELIEF

$14.99

Available at PunchGunk.com and on Amazon

OVERVIEW
Punch Gunk Naturally Advanced Pain Relief delivers fast effective results.
Extreme training and competition can cause musculoskeletal strains that require
prolonged care. Punch Gunk’s proprietary formula immediately provides strong,
soothing relief for common ailments and sports injuries.
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Tea Tree Heart
Willow Bark
Nettle
Licorice Root
Witch Hazel

Key
Ingredients
MSM
Aloe

Nettle
Zea Mays
PUNCH GUNK RECOVERY BATH BOMB

$12.99

Gotu Kola

Available at PunchGunk.com and on Amazon

Willow Bark

OVERVIEW

Witch Hazel

Punch Gunk Recovery Bath Bomb is a concentrated fitness recovery bath bomb

Licorice Root

powered

by

Punch

Gunk®.

The

Recovery

Bath

Bomb

contains

proven

therapeutic extracts to relax sore muscles, reduce inflammation, fight free
radicals, detoxify cells and moisturize your skin.
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